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info to help young gay men make healthy choices





ven if you’re not particularly shy, gay bars and parties can be pretty daunting, especially if you don’t know 
anyone there.  This is particularly so when you’re just coming out and want to meet other gay guys for the 
first time, make friends and find somewhere to fit in and call home. 

Here are some hints:
n Use reflective listening.  Give guys you’re talking to plenty of attention – make eye contact, smile and every so 

often reflect by repeating back to them what they’ve been saying to you to show you’ve understood.  Guys will 
warm to you quickly if you show that you appreciate their company.

n Body language – Make eye contact with the guy/s you’re interested in, lean forward as you talk; uncross your 
arms and legs.  All these steps show that you are open and interested and not creating barriers between you and 
him.

n Smile!  Smiling is disarming and infectious, even when it’s fake! If you see someone hot across the room, make 
eye contact and flash them a big smile.  Whether they like you or not, they’ll remember you for the rest of the 
night.

n Watch their body language – if they’re smiling a lot, moving close to you, and responding positively to what you 
have to say, they’re interested!

n Listen to your intuition – if you think someone you like might be into you, go for it!  You’ve got nothing to lose.

WEB
Using the internet can be a great way to meet guys. Sites like Gaydar and Mogenic let you talk to guys and find 
out a bit about them before you meet them, if you choose to.  They are particularly good if you are shy or nervous 
because you can meet different types of guys without having to put yourself in an uncomfortable position. 

Things to watch out for are basic safety issues – if you feel a bit unsure about someone but still want to meet them, 
arrange to meet at a cafe or other public space, with a friend close by.  If you invite them to your house or go to 
theirs, you can run the risk of robbery or assault, or sexual violence.  Text a friend and let them know where you are.
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Pubs and clubs, gay or straight, can be great places to meet guys as well, although at straight venues it’s 
best to be careful and make sure you feel safe before you hit on someone.  Some straight venues are 
friendlier than others, so it’s worth checking with friends to find out if a certain venue is safe.

Guys go out to clubs to pick up, look for a boyfriend or new friends, but they also go out to have fun, 
dance, drink, and catch up with friends and may not be looking for anything more.  So when you go 
out, don’t expect too much, in case you’re disappointed.

Alcohol and other drugs are the biggest thing to watch out for safety wise in pubs and clubs.  
There’s nothing wrong with enjoying a drink, but too much can make you vulnerable and prone 
to making bad decisions.  You might be so drunk or high that you go home with someone 
you don’t really like, or don’t remember to use protection. You might be tricked into taking 
drugs or lose your friends and not be able to get home.  The biggest danger at nightclubs is 
probably drink spiking which sometimes results in rape.

Beats are places, usually in public spaces like parks or toilets, where guys meet for sex.  They have been part of 
gay life for centuries, particularly in times of severe social and police repression.

Beats are frequented by a variety of guys, some openly gay, some who identify as straight, some who are 
married to women or in relationships, all united in their desire for anonymous sex.  The attraction of Beats is the 
anonymity, (you don’t have to be out or part of the gay scene to take part), the lack of cost, and for some guys, 
the thrill of illicit public sex.

It is important to remember with Beats that public sex is illegal and it is not uncommon for Beat users to be 
harassed by police.  Young guys have been attacked and raped at Beats before as well, and although this is rare, 
it is worth remembering to be safe.

beats

pubs & clu
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Saunas are similar to Beats in that they are places for guys to go to have sex, with someone they know or anonymously with other 
sauna users.  The main difference is that Saunas are legal sex clubs and are secure. They have many different facilities and cost money 
to get into.

To find a Sauna near you, check the local gay newspapers or online. Remember to take precautions where safe sex is concerned.  
Sauna’s usually encourage safe sex and provide condoms and lube, however some users may have a misunderstanding of safe sex 
practices and the risks associated with certain activities, so it is best to be safe.

Negotiating sex is like negotiating anything else – trust, openness and compassion are key.  
Everyone has the right to ask their partner/s for sex, and everyone has the right to say no if they 
want to.  Don’t feel like you owe him because you haven’t been having sex much lately, and if 
you are on the receiving end of rejection, don’t take it personally.  Everyone has different sex 
drives and sexual needs. Things like stress, work, illness and other factors can affect how sexual 
someone feels.

If you’re negotiating sex with someone you haven’t slept with before, it’s best to try to be as honest 
as possible about what you want/don’t want.  This might be difficult if you’ve just met, or if drugs or booze 
are involved, but it’s the best way to make sure you have fun, are safe and don’t feel cheated or used afterwards.  If 
you feel like you are too out of it to be able to say no, try to wait until the morning.  Once you have slept, you will be in a 
better position to negotiate.

If you have planned to meet up with someone and have problems being assertive, try practising, or writing down the things you 
want to say so they’re fresh in your mind.  Talk to friends about their experiences as well.
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Safe sex is basically about using condoms and water based lube for anal 
sex, and is important due to the risk of contracting HIV/AIDS and other STI’s 
(Sexually Transmitted Infections).  HIV/AIDS is no longer a death sentence 
due to new medications but this does not mean you can afford to be lazy.  
HIV shortens your lifespan, can expose you to stigma and discrimination and 
means lifelong medical treatment.  See the table at the end of this section for 
more information on STI’s.

Kissing is a powerful and intimate way to express 
love, affection, desire and friendship.  Most often, 
it is the first intimate contact we have with a guy 
we’re into, and it can have such an impact on how 
we feel afterwards.  A great kiss can make you like 
someone ten times more and lead to something 
special, and a bad kiss can have you changing your 
mind and running for the door.  Sometimes a kiss can 
stay on your mind for weeks, leaving you wishing you 
got his number!

Kissing is a very individual thing, with thousands of 
different styles, so there is really no such thing as a ‘good’ 
kiss or a ‘bad’ kiss.  Some guys don’t like kissing much at 
all, some prefer lots of tongue and hard forceful kissing 
and others prefer soft kisses and not much tongue play.

safe se
x
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The skin is the most sensitive organ of the body, meaning that licking, sucking, biting, and stroking/
touching and tickling can be extremely pleasurable.  Nipples are often incredibly sensitive, and 
respond to touch, and especially well to nibbling, light biting (make sure to not actually bite the 
nipples hard with exposed teeth as this can be extremely painful), licking and sucking, especially 
once erect.

Other sensitive areas that respond well to licking, biting, stroking and sucking are inside the 
ears, earlobes, thighs, stomach/abdomen, armpits, neck, back of the legs, and the little patch 
of skin in between his arse and balls.  Some guys like to be tickled, or slapped, to be given 
hickies, to have their eyelids licked, and many other exciting activities!.  Our whole bodies 
as men are sensuous playgrounds and much fun can be had experimenting with them 
and having an open mind.

Rimming is the name given to licking and or tonguing someone’s arse.  The skin around 
the arse is extremely sensitive and the sensation of a moist warm tongue and hot panting 
breath in and around one of the most intimate parts of your body can be exhilarating!  There’s 
not much to be learned from reading about rimming.  The best way to learn is to do it yourself 
– it may take a while to get used to, so don’t feel pressured if you don’t feel comfortable. 

Oral sex is one of the most popular sexual activities among gay men – even though not everyone 
likes sucking, or being sucked, the majority of guys have tried and enjoyed it at least once.  It 
doesn’t take as much preparation as anal sex and can be done almost anywhere!

There are three musts in giving head (giving oral sex):
Control
Comfort
Feedback!

licking rimmingtouching

oral sex
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First of all, to be able to give good head, you need to be in 
control of the process, especially when you are less experienced.

Ask your partner to lie down on a bed or sit in a chair, or 
something similar, where you can control the angle and speed of 
sucking and can stop for a breath if you need to.

After control comes comfort.  Try to match the angle of his dick 
to the angle of your throat.  So, if his dick bends upwards, you 
might be better in a 69’er position (that is, straddling his body 
with your mouth approaching opposite his dick), and if it bends 
left or right, try to approach it from that side.

Comfort also comes into play when deciding how much of him 
you can, or want to fit into your mouth in one attempt.  Grip his 
shaft firmly, at the base near his pubes, with your hand.  Unless 
he is fairly large it’s better to use your thumb and first two fingers 
rather than your whole fist, otherwise you may not be able to fit 
much in. 

Next, you need to make sure that your breathing is regular, and 
in time with each thrust.  Without good breathing you won’t be 
able to relax, and will lessen your enjoyment and his.

Comfort also covers comfort for him!  It’s easy if you remember a 
few simple rules.
n No teeth – biting too hard or not covering your teeth with your 

lips can be painful for him, as can sucking too hard, thrusting 
him into your mouth too fast, or wrenching his dick hard with 
your hand.

n Sensitive, sore or tight foreskins can be a 
problem for some guys and they might not 
be able to handle the friction for too long 
without needing to stop.

Feedback is the easiest part – talk to your 
partner and listen to him.  If you’re tired or 
bored, let him know, and ask him if what you’re doing is good!

DEEP THROATING/GAGGING

Deep Throating involves allowing your partner’s 
dick to go part of the way down the back of 
your throat.  As the head of his dick pushes 
down between the back of your tongue and 
the back of your throat (near the dangly bit 
at the back of your mouth) the combination 
of pressure and slipperiness can feel 
fantastic for him.  Without practice, your 
throat will naturally try to close up as a 
way of preventing anything getting into 
your lungs – gagging. Gagging is a 
normal reaction to anything getting in 
the way of your throat and ability to breathe, 
so don’t be disappointed if you can’t take as much 
as you want the first few times.  Like anything else, practice 
makes perfect!  Remember, it is ok to say no to something if you 
don’t feel confident or comfortable.

control

comfort feedback

deep throat gagging
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Attempting anal sex without knowing what you’re doing can be painful, uncomfortable 
and increase the chances of trauma (such as bleeding, laceration of the anus, etc) and bad 
health outcomes like condom breakage, both of which lead to increased risk of sexually 
transmitted infections (STI’s).  This is because, as any experienced guy will know, there is 
more to it than simply shoving it in and pumping away.  

If you’re new to anal sex or have had a painful/unpleasant experience in the past, there are 
some steps you can take to maximise your pleasure and help to become used to anal sex.

As a receptive partner (bottom) you need to control the speed, rhythm, angle and 
duration of your sexual experience.  This way if you feel pain or discomfort you can stop 
straight away and not expose yourself to risk.  Despite how much fun you might be 
having, your partner may not be enjoying it.  Remember that he might just be trying to 
please you or be too embarrassed to admit to being in pain.

There are many anal sex positions, each requiring different degrees of skill, fitness and 
experience.  Some are easy for most guys whereas some can be quite difficult and 
physically demanding.  You might have fantasies about positions you think are hot and 
want to try, but remember that it is always better to achieve comfort first.

Squatting
A good first time position to use if you are inexperienced at being a bottom is squatting 
above your partner’s penis while they’re lying down.  This gives you control of the speed his 
dick enters, as well as the ability to stop or withdraw if you experience pain.  Once you are 
relaxed and comfortable, you will have greater success trying the other positions.

anal sex

positions
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Doggy Style
Doggy style is a basic and very popular position that involves the bottom standing/kneeling/on 
all fours while the top penetrates him from behind. There are endless variations to this including 
where both partners stand, sometimes with the bottom leaning over with legs spread and hands 
outstretched onto a table or something similar. ‘Flat Doggy’ is where both partners lie face down, 
with the top half lying on his partner, using his legs for support to avoid crushing his partner.

Side by Side
Side by side position is like flat doggy although both partners lie on their sides.

Knees on Chest/Ankles over Shoulders
Knees on chest/ankles over shoulders is where the bottom lies on his back and draws 
his knees to his chest or kicks his legs up and out sideways while his partner penetrates 
him.  Good elevation is needed here so sometimes it can be a good idea to put a cushion 
under the bottom partner’s back or having him lie on a table make it easier for the top to get 
leverage. 

n Take it slow, and use condoms and plenty of water based lube. If in doubt, use more lube!
n Try foreplay to get yourself in the mood. Take it slow, try rimming, massage, gently fingering (with plenty of lube) and don’t be a hero – 

agreeing to sex when you are not feeling like it probably isn’t going to work.
n Anal sex when you are wasted or high can be really tempting, but it is often when under the influence that guys forget to use protection 

and place themselves at risk. If you’re too out of it, try to avoid anal especially if you don’t know your partner very well.
n If the condom breaks don’t panic! Stop, go to the toilet and try to squirt the cum/condom out like you were having a crap.
n If you are worried about HIV transmission there’s a treatment called PEP that might stop you or your partner getting infected if it’s taken 

within 72 hours (preferably ASAP). PEP is available from sexual health clinics and emergency departments at major hospitals.
n Using condoms: Check the use by date of the condom. Open the pack, being careful not to snag it with rings or fingernails. Roll it all the 

way down to base of the penis. Use only water based lubricants (oil based lubes, like Vaseline, can cause the condom to break). Hold 
onto the rim of the condom when you withdraw and dispose of it in a rubbish bin, not down the toilet. Only use one condom at a time. 
Using two at once creates friction between the condoms and can make them break more easily.  

anal sex hints & 
tips
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Most of us, when growing up, don’t have role models that can show us what a gay relationship might 
look like.  Instead, we look to our parents’ relationships and the thoughts and beliefs they have, and 
try to apply that to our own lives.  Marriage is a major part of Australian society, so it’s no surprise 
that even people who aren’t married, or can’t marry, look for marriage-like qualities within their 
relationships – things like someone who will be theirs forever, who will never cheat, and who will be 
their support during hard times.

There’s nothing wrong with a marriage-like (closed or monogamous) relationship if it works 
for you, but these aren’t the only types of relationships that exist – different things work for 
different people.  You might choose to have an open relationship, where you and/or your 
partner are allowed or encouraged to have sexual and/or emotional experiences with other 
guys or girls outside of the relationship. You might choose to have a few ‘friends with 
benefits’, or you may enjoy being single and dating/sleeping with guys without getting tied 
down.  

Knowing in yourself whether your partner is actually right for you is an important step.  Are you being honest with yourself?  

These issues might help you think about your level of compatibility with your partner:
n Does he give me the affection that I need?
n Does he really listen to what I have to say? 
n Does he respect my views and values?
n Is he comfortable with his sexuality?
n Is he able to talk about and discuss his feelings with me?
n Is he able to ask me for the things he needs from me?
n Do we have similar enough views about sex inside and outside the relationship for it to last?

types of relationships

what is a healthy relationship?
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Think of it as the flipside of a healthy relationship:
n Knowing that a relationship isn’t meeting your needs, but being unable to talk about it with your 

partner.
n Lack of equality – does one of you make all the decisions and always get his way? Do you allow this to 

happen because you don’t want an argument?
n Taking each other for granted.
n Being pressured by your partner into sexual practices, or social practices, such as drinking or drug 

taking, that you don’t agree with or want for yourself.
n Lack of communication - letting small matters flare up into huge arguments.
n Feeling ignored or resented.
n Not taking each other into account when making life decisions.
n Lying, refusing to discuss problems or being accusing.

Many relationships don’t work out exactly the way we plan them.  There are just too many things we 
don’t have control over and some problems cannot be overcome no matter how much love there might 
be.  Learning how to cope with feelings of loss, anger and disappointment can only happen through 
experience.  It is important to remember, however, that life goes on and that you will recover and learn 
to live without him.

Relationships that don’t work out are not necessarily failures.  Reflecting on past relationships can 
actually help you to learn and understand what it is you want and need from future partnerships.  Even 
though there’s no denying the hurt and loss you might feel at the end of a relationship, with time and 
some hindsight you can grow from what you’ve learned from your time together.

unhealthy relationship?

ending relationships
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Moving in together is a big step for any couple and often puts considerable stress 
on the relationship.  It’s very important to think very carefully and weigh up all the 
pros and cons to make sure you are moving in together for the right reasons!

Some guys may be very keen to move in with you because they see it as moving 
up to the next level of commitment to the relationship, and some guys might be 
against it simply because they are used to having their own space and don’t want 
to give it up.  It’s important to talk these things through and make sure you know 
exactly what your partner is thinking.  

Housework

Everyone has different standards and expectations when it comes to housework.  
Often, these are not obvious until you move in together.  These may not seem 
like a big deal but they are known to make or break relationships if they haven’t 
been recognised or dealt with properly.  Make your expectations about living 
arrangements known – remember your partner is a housemate as well as a lover.

Money Matters

Make sure your expectations about rent, bills and paying for food are out in the 
open and discussed before you move, especially if one of you earns less money and 
therefore has less ability to contribute.  Sitting down and sorting it out will save 
countless headaches later on.  Remember that you or your partner’s willingness or 
hesitation to enter into joint financial agreements should not be viewed as showing 
how much you love and trust one another.

moving in together
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Relationships with older guys, whether they’re a bit older (22-25) or a lot older (50+), can sometimes be hotter, more fulfilling and 
more passionate than with guys your own age.  There are some social taboos and stereotypes about these relationships, for example 
the younger guy being a toyboy, rentboy, prostitute, or the older guy being a cradle snatcher or a sugar daddy.  Even if the guy you’re 
seeing is only a few years older than you, some of your friends or family may make comments, or worry about you and 
your safety.

In part, this is just based on ignorance and prejudice, but it is also true that being a 
young guy (teenage to early 20’s) you could be quite vulnerable, even if you don’t 
realise it. You may have only come out recently and not know much about the gay 
scene, or what other guys are like to be with as a partner, sexually and emotionally.  
Even though the difference between 18 and 24 doesn’t seem like much in numbers, 
in life experience terms it can be huge!  Think of the difference between being 
12 and 18 – same number of years, and in that time you have grown to be a very 
different person.

Here are a few things to remember if you’re dating/sleeping with an older guy:
n He might have totally different life expectations and assumptions than you, make sure 

you talk about these things and find out where he’s coming from.
n Think about the different power positions you have between you.  Does he have a 

career and make much more money than you?  If so, is he spending money on you in 
excess of what you can spend on him? Is he buying you expensive gifts or helping pay 
your expenses?  This may be a sign of affection and generosity; however it could also 
mean that he expects something from you in return.

n Are you living with him in his house, at his expense?  If you are a student or a low paid 
worker you could be at risk of homelessness if he kicks you out, or you may feel pressured 
into staying with him when you don’t want to, just so you have somewhere to live.  

Keep these factors in mind and you can have a mutually satisfying and fulfilling relationship with your older guy.

older guys
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Stinging sensation when 
urinating, discharge from the 
penis. Symptoms usually appear 
within a week but can take 
up to 3 weeks. But usually no 
symptoms.

STI TRANSMISSION CONSEQUENCES

Passed on through oral, vaginal or 
anal sex without a condom.

Can cause inflammation of the 
testicles, leading to infertility. 
Can make it easier to transmit or 
acquire HIV.

Chlamydia

Gonorrhoea

Syphilis

HIV

Stinging sensation when 
urinating, discharge from 
the penis. Pain during bowel 
movements. Sore throat 
and possible eye infections. 
Symptoms usually appear 1 week 
after exposure.

Passed on through oral, vaginal or 
anal sex without a condom.

Can cause painful testicles 
leading to infertility. Can make it 
easier to transmit or acquire HIV.

After 3 weeks one or more 
painless sores may appear on the 
body, usually around the penis, 
anus or throat. A few weeks and 
up to a few months later a rash 
may appear. Other sores may 
also appear and you may feel 
generally unwell as if you have a 
bad cold.

Passed on through oral, vaginal or 
anal sex without a condom.

If untreated it can damage 
internal organs such as the heart, 
brain and bones (including teeth). 
In serious cases Syphilis may 
cause death. Can make it easier to 
transmit or acquire HIV.

Symptoms may not show! 
Seroconversion illness may 
include flu like symptoms, night 
sweats or rash within weeks of 
infection.

Passed on when infected blood 
or sexual fluids enter the blood 
stream.

Can shorten your life span and 
if left untreated HIV can lead 
to AIDS and ultimately death. 
Other possible consequences are 
lifetime medical and treatment 
regimes and disclosure issues 
such as possible social stigma and 
discrimination.

MEN’S SEXUAL HEALTH LINE: 1800 155 141

SIGNS & SYMPTOMS
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Herpes may cause tingling, 
blisters or sores. Type 1 usually 
occurs around the mouth and 
Type 2 usually occurs around the 
penis, vagina or anus.

Herpes

Warts (HPV)

Hepatitis
A & B

Hepatitis C
(HCV)

Pubic Lice 
(Crabs & 
Scabies)

Direct skin-to-skin contact with 
an infected area (mouth, nose, 
penis, vagina or anus) even if 
there is no obvious sore.

Herpes may reoccur at any time 
particularly during times of stress 
or where HIV is present. Can make 
it easier to transmit or acquire 
HIV.

Warts (HPV) are small bumpy 
sores around the penis or 
testicles, and in or outside of the 
anus.

Direct skin-to-skin contact 
including vaginal or anal 
intercourse. 

Persistent medical treatment and 
potential cancer in the infected 
area/s.

Symptoms are similar for both 
Hep A & Hep B and may include 
yellowing of the skin (jaundice), 
nausea or stomach pain, flu 
like symptoms, loss of appetite, 
tiredness or abdominal pain.

Hep A is transmitted through 
oral-faecal transmission. Hep B is 
transmitted through blood, sex or 
kissing.

Cirrhosis (scaring of the liver 
tissue), liver cancer, decreased 
liver function leading to very poor 
health.

Symptoms may include yellowing 
of the skin (jaundice), nausea or 
stomach pain.

Can occur during sex when blood 
is present, such as anal sex.

Serious damage to the liver 
leading to liver failure and 
potential death. 

Can cause intense itching. Close 
inspection should show tiny 
brown lice and/or white eggs 
attached to pubic hair.

Passed on through close physical 
contact including shared clothes, 
bedding and towels.

Self-treatments are available 
at pharmacies. To prevent 
reoccurrence wash everything 
that has come in contact, in warm 
soapy water. Anyone in close 
physical contact should also be 
treated. Re-treat after 7 days.

STI TRANSMISSION CONSEQUENCES

MEN’S SEXUAL HEALTH LINE: 1800 155 141

SIGNS & SYMPTOMS



Queensland AIDS Council 

QuAC promotes the health and well-being of lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, transgender and Intersex Queenslanders.  

(07) 3017 1777
(07) 4041 5451

Brisbane and South East Qld   
Cairns & North Qld  
 info@quac.org.au 
www.quac.org.au 

CONTACT
S
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QLIFE

QLife is Australia’s first nationally-oriented 
counselling and referral service for people who are 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and/or intersex (LGBTI). 
Phone: 1800 184 527.  3pm - 12am, 7 days per week.

Sexual Health Clinics 
For clinic details near you google search 'sexual 
health clinics queensland'.

Open Doors Youth Service Inc

Open Doors provides counselling and support 
services for lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or transgender 
(LGBT) young people aged 12 to 24 and their families 
who live in South East Queensland.
(07) 3257 7660
opendoors@opendoors.net.au
www.opendoors.net.au 

Clinic 30 (located at QuAC)

Clinic 30 is a comprehensive sexual health service 
testing for all STIs and HIV.  Clinic 30 provides HIV 
Management and Treatment.   The service is bulk billed 
to medicare and operated by the Queensland AIDS 
Council.  






